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Abstract
Extending the ARAP energy with a term that depends on the face normal, energy minimization becomes an effective stylization
tool for shapes represented as meshes. Our approach generalizes the possibilities of Cubic Stylization: the set of preferred
normals can be chosen arbitrarily from the Gauss sphere, including semi-discrete sets to model preference for cylinder- or
cone-like shapes. The optimization is designed to retain, similar to ARAP, the constant linear system in the global optimization.
This leads to convergence behavior that enables interactive control over the parameters of the optimization. We provide various
examples demonstrating the simplicity and versatility of the approach.
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1. Introduction

By the style of a shape we refer to properties of the geometry
that are relevant for its aesthetics or distinctive appearance. Styl-
ization aims to perform directed alterations in order to establish
a certain style. In computer graphics, automated stylization tech-
niques have a long tradition especially in rendering, where a given
shape is turned into an image following different visual princi-
ples [Str02, GG01]. The stylization of the shape itself is much less
explored. It has recently garnered interest with direct digital manu-
facturing (“3D printing”) becoming affordable [BCMP18].

Stylization of a shape can be performed at different scales, from
the change or transfer of local details (e.g. through differential co-
ordinates and local coordinate systems [TSS∗11, SS10, SGW06,
SBS07, WDB∗07, BH11, HFAT07]) to the manipulation of more
global shape-related characteristics. We argue that styles at large
scale are characterized by the Gauss map of the shape, that is, the
distribution of its surface normals [Koe90]. One may argue that the
generation of bas-reliefs from shape is an instance of this style,
for which several automatic approaches exist [SBS07, WDB∗07,
BH11], even lifted to truly three-dimensional surfaces [SPSH14].

Liu and Jacobson [LJ19] developed a stylization technique that
‘cubifies’ a shape. The method is based on the addition of an `1 reg-
ularization term to the widely used As-rigid-as-possible (ARAP)
surface modeling approach [SA07]. The regularization encourages
alignment of the rotated vertex normals with the coordinate axes.

† equal contribution

Figure 1: The artistic ©Anicube Bunny (left) by Aditya Aryanto
is based on severely restricting the surface normals, but not just to
those of a cube. Gauss stylization allows creating a similar style
(right). (Used with permission. ©Bunny texture (right) by yellokab
under CC BY.)

We briefly review this approach in Section 2. The resulting visual
effect has sparked enormous interest, highlighting the need for sim-
ple yet expressive stylization tools.

Coupling the control over the surface normals to a p-norm limits
the choice of preferred surface normals. Generalized metrics still
require the normals to be point symmetric, i.e. if n is a normal
among the preferred directions then so is −n. This may appear a
minor limitation, but note that already the simplest of all polyhe-
dra, the tetrahedron, lacks this central symmetry. More importantly,
many artistic styles deviate from symmetric normals (see, for ex-
ample, Figure 1).
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Figure 2: Monument to the uprising of the people of Kordun and
Banija by Vojin Bakić. A style that our method can imitate. © Pic-
ture by Sandor Bordas under under CC BY-SA.

In this work, we introduce an interactive modeling technique
based on flexible control over the surface normals of a shape. The
freedom of choosing arbitrary normal direction directly addresses
the need for intuitive modeling tools that can be used by casual
users. Direct feedback to user interaction is crucial for predictable
editing of a shape. Our main technical contribution provides the
necessary framework for such an approach: a formulation of a func-
tional together with its optimization that is tailored to provide pre-
cise yet interactive control over the surface normals.

This is achieved by inserting a penalty term to the ARAP mod-
eling framework, whose optimization can be performed locally de-
spite the global non-linear nature – see Section 3 for details. Unlike
other approaches, the penalty term is applied to the face normals,
providing more precise control. Moreover, our general formulation
naturally extends to sets of surface normals that are not discrete sets
on the Gauss sphere. This enables styles that would prefer primi-
tives such as cylinders or cones and may be used to generate the
characteristics of the monument Petrova Gora as shown in Figure 2
or surfaces that curve only in one direction such as, notably, cloth.

Our approach retains the favorable properties of minimizing the
ARAP energy, namely, that the global step is linear and the system
matrix remains constant throughout the minimization. This not only
enables fluid interaction in an intuitive graphical interface, provid-
ing controls that are simple to use for experts and novices. In ad-
dition, the unchanged system matrix also makes it easy to combine
the stylization with other, more established, modeling controls such
as point constraints (see Section 3.3).

We provide details on the implementation of the optimization
as well as an exploration of the parameters in Section 4. Results,
shown throughout the paper, demonstrate that our approach enables
a wide variety of styles, in particular inspired by cubism, but not
limited to the surface normals of a cube (Figure 3). The results are
discussed and compared to cubic stylization in Section 5.

Figure 3: “Seated Man with a Guitar” cubism sculpture by
Jacques Lipchitz (left). Our interactive tool allows mimicking the
style by preferring different normals in certain regions of the model
(right). Original model © Sculpture Man with Guitar by Världskul-
turmuseerna under CC BY.

2. Background and Motivation

The main idea for our stylization approach is that the desired geom-
etry at a large scale is characterized by a given Gauss image. Given
an input shape, we want to preserve the characteristic details of the
geometry, but deform the shape at a larger scale so that its surface
normals are close to the preferred normals.

As a general modeling framework we rely on the idea of As-
rigid-as-possible (ARAP) surface modeling [SA07]. Then, similar
to Cubic Stylization [LJ19], we add a term that penalizes the use of
undesirable surface models. In the following, we briefly recall the
main ideas of these methods.

The modification of the mesh will only change the original ver-
tex positions v̂i ∈ V̂, while the combinatorics of the mesh is repre-
sented as a set of vertices V , edges (i, j) ∈ E and triangular faces
(i, j,k) ∈ F remains constant. We will denote the changed vertex
positions as vi ∈ V.

2.1. Related work

Liu and Jacobson [LJ19] provide an excellent overview of mesh
modeling tools for aesthetic modeling and generating specifiable
styles. We focus here on work not covered in their overview. Sev-
eral approaches in the field of voxel/lego art [LYH∗15, TSP13]
and polycubes [THCM04, HJS∗14] lead to ’cube stylized’ results.
Those methods are not suitable to preserve the local structure of
the input [LJ19]. Alexa [Ale21] investigates the error-controlled
approximation of geometry with a fixed set of normals, yet the
approach is not geared towards interactive stylization. Stein et
al. [SGC18] transform a given input mesh to a stylized version
comprised of developable surface patches. Similar to our approach,
they link the desired style to a specific Gauss image consisting of a
network of curves.
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While not introduced as stylization methods, filtering techniques
could be used for stylization and some of them are related in their
technical approach. Some filtering techniques mainly apply the fil-
ter to the face normals and then fit the geometry to the filtered nor-
mals [WFL∗15, ZDH∗19]. The mesh denoising method by He and
Schaefer [HS13] is based on `0 minimization, similar to Cubic Styl-
ization, and uses auxiliary variables similar to our optimization ap-
proach. The basic idea of ARAP has been generalized to arbitrary
local non-linear objectives [BDS∗12] minimized by projection. It
is quite likely that ’style’ could be encoded projection operator and
is a worthwhile topic for future research.

2.2. ARAP Surface Modeling

The idea of ARAP surface modeling [SA07] is to preserve the local
shape by penalizing locally non-rigid transformations. This penalty
is minimized while respecting modeling constraints, typically given
as some fixed vertex positions.

Let êi j = v̂ j− v̂i,ei j = v j−vi be the edge vectors of the original
geometry V̂ and modified geometry V. Consider an approximation
of the local rigid transformation Ri in a local neighborhood N(i) of
vertex i. Then we measure the squared distance of rotated original
edges from the modified ones:

Ei(V,Ri) = ∑
j∈N(i)

wi j

2
‖ei j−Riêi j‖2. (1)

The local ARAP energy for vertex i and modified geometry V is
obtained as the minimizer among all rotations Ri, i.e. as minRi Ei.
Summing up over all vertices results in the global ARAP energy:

EARAP(V,{Ri}) = ∑
i∈V

Ei(V,Ri) (2)

The appeal of this energy is that it can be efficiently minimized by
block-coordinate descent, typically called local-global optimiza-
tion. For fixed updated vertex positions V computing optimal rota-
tions {Ri} is local, i.e. can be done by only considering the neigh-
borhood N(i). The resulting problem can be solved by the polar
decomposition of a weighted cross co-variance matrix of the edge
vectors. On the other hand, optimizing the vertex positions V for
fixed rotations is a standard linear least squares problem. The sys-
tem matrix turns out to be the Laplacian matrix using wi j as the
edge weights. A particular feature of this optimization is that the
change of the rotation has no effect on the system matrix. This
means it can be factored in a pre-process and then the global step
only amounts to back- and forward substitution.

It is common to use the cotan Laplacian for ARAP surface
modeling, so the wi j are the cotangent weights of the original
edge êi j [PP93, MDSB03]. For the neighborhoods N(i) Chao et
al. [CPSS10] have shown that it is beneficial to use all half-edges
of triangles incident to i, rather than just the edges incident on the
vertex.

2.3. Cubic Stylization

The idea of Cubic stylization [LJ19] is to “encourage” the surface
normal of a shape to align with the main axes of the coordinate
system, while preserving the overall structure and detail of a given

Figure 4: Cubic stylization of a cube. A penalty function based
on vertex normals leads to unexpected transformations on sharp
edges (left). Gauss stylization is based on face normals and pre-
serves shapes that already conform to the desired style.

shape. The latter goal is modeled as minimizing the ARAP energy.
The surface normals of the deformed geometry are approximated in
the vertices by applying the optimal rotation to the original vertex
normals {n̂i}. The energy term considered for these rotated nor-
mals is the `1 norm, which is smallest for the canonical coordinate
directions. The resulting energy is:

E�(V,{R}) = EARAP(V,{Ri})+λ ∑
i∈V

ai||Rin̂i||1, (3)

where ai is the barycentric area associated to vertex i. The param-
eter λ allows balancing between the constraint on the normals and
preserving the original geometry. For the optimization of this en-
ergy it is convenient that the global step is unaltered. Optimizing
Ri remains local but becomes more difficult. An efficient ADMM
scheme is suggested for this step.

We note that Rin̂i is an approximation of the normals in the de-
formed state as (1) using vertex normals leads to an integration of
the surface normals around vertex i and (2) the rotated normal of
the original geometry is not the same as the vertex normal of the
modified geometry. The first issue leads to discretization artifacts
around sharp edges and corners. Figure 4 shows the ’cubification of
a cube’, demonstrating how Cubic stylization modifies the geome-
try of a perfect cube around the edges because the vertex normals
are not aligned with those of a cube.

The choice of the `1 norm has been motivated by its use in sparse
approximation: the non-vanishing (and discontinuous) gradient in
the extrema helps generating solutions that are exactly zero in many
components. In our early experiments we have found that for the
purpose of stylization with given normals these properties of a spar-
sity inducing norm are probably not necessary. In particular, maxi-
mizing the `2 norm of weighted inner products of the normals with
a discrete set of preferred directions also leads to ’cubified’ results.
While the style is slightly different, it would be difficult to objec-
tively prefer one result over the other (Figure 5).

3. Method

Similar to cubic stylization, we add a term to the original ARAP
energy that penalizes deviation of the surface normals from pre-
ferred normal directions. In our formulation, the preferred normal
directions are modeled by a preference function g : S2 7→R, where
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Figure 5: Cubic Stylization using the maximum of `2 weighted
scalar products with preferred normals (top row) and Cubic Styl-
ization by Liu and Jacobson [LJ19] (bottom row).

higher values indicate higher preference. Elements of S2 will be
represented as unit vectors x ∈ R3,xTx = 1. This function would
be ideally applied to the true surface normals of the modified ge-
ometry V, i.e. our aim is to minimize:

EG(V,{Ri}) = EARAP(V,{Ri})−µ ∑
f∈F

g(n f ), (4)

where n f is the unit normal vector associated to face: f , i.e. satisfies

nT
f ei j = 0, (i, j) ∈ f . (5)

and the parameter µ weighs the preference for the desired normals.

Regardless of the particular choice of g, however, this function
will be difficult to minimize. In particular, the global part is no
longer a linear system with constant system matrix. Our idea for
an approximation that admits minimization in an interactive frame-
work is inspired by ARAP: notice that the rigidity term in ARAP
provides ’desired’ edge vectors 1

2 (Ri +R j)ei j , whose optimization
is performed in the local step (implicitly, by optimizing Ri and R j).
We likewise, introduce desired edges e∗i j , reflecting the maximiza-
tion of g. This idea leads to the following setup:

E∗G(V,R,n∗,e∗) = EARAP(V,{Ri})−µ ∑
f∈F

g(n∗f )

+λ ∑
(i, j)∈E

wi j

2
‖ei j− e∗i j‖2,

s.t. n∗
T

f e∗i j = 0, (i, j) ∈ f

(6)

Here we have replaced the face normal n f by the variable n∗f , which
is constrained to be orthogonal to the desired edges e∗i j .

In this setup, the vertex positions V can still be computed as

the solution of a linear system with fixed system matrix. The op-
timization of all other terms is non-linear. Below we describe how
to compute a descent step in a local fashion. We first explain our
design of the preference function g and then how to perform the
optimization steps.

3.1. Preference Function

We suggest to model g as a mixture of Gaussians, which often ap-
pears in the context of geometric modeling as Blobs [Bli82]. Let
n,‖n‖ = 1 be a preferred normal direction. Then a Gaussian cen-
tered around n is given by:

exp

(
−1

2
‖x−n‖2

2
ν

)
= exp

(
−1

2
‖x‖2

2 +‖n‖2
2−2xTn

ν

)
. (7)

Restricting x to the unit sphere, we observe that the squared lengths
of x and n are both one, and this expression turns into:

exp
(

σxTn
)

(8)

for some positive parameter σ. Up to a constant factor, this is known
as the von Mises-Fisher distribution [Wat82].

We want to stress that the construction based on the von Mises-
Fisher distribution may look like forming a probability distribution,
but is meant to be only expressing preference. The main feature of
Gaussians we exploit is that they can be added, and that the max-
ima are generally close to the means of the individual Gaussians.
In addition, the computation of values and derivatives is simple
and fast, enabling interactive editing of the preference function by
defining desired normals, with the stylization changing in real time
(see accompanying video). In the following, we discuss the details
for the discrete case as well as for a restricted class of semi-discrete
sets. Figure 6 shows several examples of preference functions con-
structed with this method.

Note that while we use the names of canonical shapes such as
’cube’ or ’cylinder’, when describing the surface normals and cor-
responding g functions, the surfaces that have similar Gauss images
may be very far from these primitives. For example, we describe the
monument shown in Figure 2 as having ’cylinder’ normals.

Discrete Normals Using the von Mises-Fisher distribution, we
can model a preference function for several preferred normal di-
rections as a simple linear combination:

g(x) = ∑
k

wk exp(σxTnk) = (exp(σxTn0), . . .)w. (9)

The weights w provide control over the relative influence of the
normals. Intuitively, and backed up by practical evidence, it is
preferable that g takes on the same value for all preferred normals.
This requires solving a linear system arising from the conditions
g(nk) = 1:

exp(σ) exp(σ nT
0 n1) exp(σ nT

0 n2) . . .

exp(σ nT
1 n0) exp(σ) exp(σ nT

1 n2) . . .
...

...
...

. . .

w = 1 (10)
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Figure 6: Visualization of different functions g with the unit sphere
as input. Uniform weights were used for the normals of a cube with
σ = 2, 5 and 10 (top row), a tetrahedron, an octahedron and a
cylinder (bottom row, left to right).

Apart from taking on the same value in the preferred directions, it
is also important that g has local maxima in or close to nk. This
may not be the case and require the increase of σ.

The unconstrained gradient of g is:

∇g(x) = σ∑
k

wk exp(σxTnk) nk. (11)

For the constraint xT x = 1, a critical point is attained if∇g(x) and
x are parallel. Ideally, the local maxima of g coincide with the {ni}.
This does happen if the preferred normals exhibit certain symme-
tries. Otherwise increasing σ moves the maxima closer to the ni, be-
cause it reduces the effect of the term involving ni on other normal
directions. We prefer the in practice small deviation of the maxima
from the ni because it avoids a global optimization of g, enabling
interactive modelling.

For use in Newton optimization, we note that the unconstrained
Hessian is:

Hg(x) = σ
2
∑
k

wk exp(σxTnk) nknT
k . (12)

Semi-Discrete Normals In principle, g can be generalized to ar-
bitrary sets by appropriate integration. We specifically consider the
Gauss images of cylinders and cones, which form circles on the
Gauss sphere. Let a be the axis of the cylinder or cone, then the
normals satisfy the condition xTa = d, where d specifies the open-
ing angle of the cone (d = 0 specifies a cylinder). To avoid discon-
tinuities we suggest the term

c(x) = exp
(

σ

(
1− (xTa−d)2

))
, (13)

with gradient

∇c(x) =−2σ(xTa−d)c(x) a (14)

and Hessian

Hc(x) = 2σ

(
2σ(xTa−d)2−1

)
c(x) aaT (15)

for the preference function.

In practice, it may be useful to add the discrete normals term for
the two normals of the axis. One may think of this intuitively as
adding the normals of the bases of the cone or cylinder. For these
discrete normals we use the term introduced previously and bal-
ance the terms using a user controllable weight. More circles and
discrete normals could be added, but in our experiments we have
restricted circles to a single fixed axis. This avoids problems with
asymmetry in g, which would require global optimization. A rele-
vant practical case that can be modeled in this setup are the normals
of a double cone. The symmetry in this scenario allows solving for
g = 1 in the constraints similar to the discrete case.

3.2. Minimization: Auxiliary Variables / Local Step

For the following discussion we assume that the edge vectors ei j are
fixed. The optimal choice of Ri is unaltered compared to the orig-
inal ARAP formulation. They can still be computed locally using
e.g. the polar decomposition.

Optimizing e∗i j and n∗f for fixed ei j is, unlike the rotations, a
global problem, because they are coupled through the orthogonal-
ity constraint – and the faces are connected across edges. To avoid
global non-linear optimization, we use ADMM updates on an aug-
mented Lagrangian that can be calculated locally:

L = EARAP(V,{Ri})−µ ∑
f∈F

g(n∗f )+λ ∑
(i, j)∈E

wi j

2
‖ei j− e∗i j‖2

+ ∑
f∈F

∑
(i, j)∈ f

(
ρu f i jn

∗T
f e∗i j +

ρwi j

2

(
n∗

T

f e∗i j

)2
)
.

(16)

We are using the scaled ADMM approach [BPC∗11, Section 3.1.1]
with the scaled dual variable u f i j. The factor ρ for the quadratic
regularizer is weighted by wi j similar to the quadratic coupling
term and the weights used in ARAP. This choice weights simpli-
fies the computation of the global step and, in particular, leads to
fixed system matrix. Notice that the constraint is not linear but bi-
affine. This, in fact, slightly simplifies the ensuing optimization us-
ing ADMM [BPC∗11]. For the parameters controlling the regular-
izer we choose ρ = µλ.

In the following we explain our initialization and then detail the
individual update steps for the variables following the ADMM ap-
proach for our setting [BPC∗11, Section 9.2].

Initialization For initialization, we set n∗f to the face normals of
the geometry given by ei j. Based on this choice, a natural initial-
ization for the edges is e∗i j = ei j, because this zeroes all terms that
involve e∗i j.

We reinitialize the ADMM variables in each local step since the
geometry can change significantly in the global step. Using the val-
ues from the previous iteration may lead to instabilities because of
the discrepancies between the updated geometry and the locally op-
timized edges and normals. Consequently, we initialize the scaled
variables as u f i j = 0.

© 2021 The Author(s)
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Normals For updating the normals, the ADMM approach leads to
the following optimization problem:

n∗f ← argmin
n∗

f

Ln (17)

Ln =−g(n∗f )+λ ∑
(i, j)∈ f

wi j

2

(
u f i j +n∗

T

f e∗i j

)2
(18)

The ARAP energy is independent of the normals and has no effect
on the Lagrangian. Notice that the problem is local, i.e. only in-
volves one surface normal and the variables connected to the edges
of this face. Our choice of ρ involving µ leads to the local problem
becoming independent of µ. The gradient w.r.t. the current normal
is given by:

∇Ln(n
∗
f ) =−∇g(n∗f )+λ ∑

(i, j)∈ f
wi j

(
e∗

T

i j n∗f +u f i j

)
e∗i j (19)

For the Hessian, the additional contribution of the quadratic term
coming from the regularizer is:

Hr(n f ) = λ ∑
(i, j)∈ f

wi je∗i je
∗T
i j . (20)

The unconstrained Newton step for updating the normal then
amounts to solving:(

−Hg(n∗f )+Hr(n∗f )
)

∆n∗f =−∇Ln(n
∗
f ) (21)

After removing the normal component from ∆n∗f , the new normal
vector results from adding the update and then normalizing to sat-
isfy the unit length constraint:

n∗f ← normalize(n∗f +(I−n∗f n∗
T

f )∆n∗f ) (22)

The Newton step does not distinguish among different types of crit-
ical points. We perform a single projected gradient descent step
with a fixed step size of 0.1 and normalize in case the direction of
the Newton update points away from the gradient after projecting
out the normal component (∇Ln(n

∗
f )

T(I−n∗f n∗
T

f )∆n∗f < 0).

Edges For updating the edges, the ADMM approach leads to the
following optimization problem:

argmin
e∗i j

wi j

2
‖ei j− e∗i j‖2 +µ ∑

f3(i, j)

wi j

2

(
u f i j + e∗

T

i j n∗f
)2

(23)

Here our choice of ρ results in λ being a constant factor that
does not affect the optimization. The cotan weights result in the
edges having no influence on the computation of the updated edge
vectors. This is convenient, because the potentially negative edge
weights could otherwise cause edges to rotate against the desired
directions. The minimum to the above least squares problem satis-
fies: (

µ ∑
f3(i, j)

n∗f (n
∗
f )

T+ I

)
e∗i j = ei j−µ ∑

f3(i, j)
u f i jn

∗
f . (24)

The new auxiliary edges e∗i j can therefore be found as the solution
of a linear system.

Dual Variables The update rule for the scale dual variables is:

u f i j← u f i j + e∗
T

i j n∗f (25)

Figure 7: Energy EG as a function of the execution time for differ-
ent numbers of ADMM updates per iteration on a Stanford Bunny
down-sampled to 6172 vertices.

Number of ADMM updates While ADMM based methods can
take a long time to converge, the approach often leads good results
already for a small number of steps [BPC∗11, Section 3.2.2]. We
observe that the method works well for a range of iteration counts,
including a single ADMM update. We have compared the time to
numerical convergence of different choices – Figure 7 provides one
instance of such an experiment. Notice that energies in the con-
verged state differ, meaning that the number of ADMM steps have
influence on the local minimum found by the procedure. Our ob-
servation is that fewer ADMM iterations tend to yield results that
are closer to the initial geometry, while more iterations give more
emphasis on the preferred normals. In fact, the parameter λ offers
similar control.

We believe there is no obvious choice for the number of ADMM
iterations in practice and, consequently, we expose the iteration
count in our implementation to the user (the code is made available
with the paper). We prefer to use a single ADMM update. The rea-
son for this choice is that the mesh is updated and ready for the next
user interaction in the GUI after each global step. So, quite simply,
a single ADMM step provides the highest update rate for user in-
teraction. As there is no technical reason for using more ADMM
steps, we favor fluid interaction over a possibly smaller energy or
faster convergence to a steady state. All examples in the following
sections have been generated with this setting.

3.3. Minimization: Global step

While our choice of energy function introduces no change in the
system matrix, the right hand side has to be modified. The partial
derivative of equation 6 with respect to vi is given by:

∂E∗G
∂vi

= ∑
(i, j)∈E

2wi j(ei j−
1
2
(Ri +R j)êi j +λ(ei j− e∗i j)) (26)

Note that ei j as well as e ji depend on vi. Hence, we get a constant
factor of 2wi j = 2w ji. To find the minimum we set this term to zero.
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This leads to a formulation very similar to the ARAP energy:

∀i : ∑
(i, j)∈E

wi j(ei j +λei j) = ∑
(i, j)∈E

wi j
(1

2
(Ri +R j)êi j +λe∗i j

)

⇔ ∑
(i, j)∈E

wi jei j =

(
∑(i, j)∈E

wi j
2 (Ri +R j)êi j

)
+λ∑(i, j)∈E wi je∗i j

1+λ

(27)

For fixed Ri and e∗i j , the factor λ can be moved to the right hand
side, so that the same constant system matrix as in ARAP is ob-
tained. This allows precomputing the factorization needed to solve
the LSE. Constraints on vertex positions can be integrated similarly
to ARAP.

4. Implementation

We have extended the implementation of Cubic Stylization made
available by the authors [LJ19] and evaluated the performance on
an Intel© Core™ i7-4770K processor @ 3.50GHz × 4.

4.1. Algorithm

Algorithm 1 provides pseudo-code for the Gauss stylization update.
This can be seen as a replacement for the local and a global update
in the classic ARAP algorithm [SA07]. The update is applied re-
peatedly until the desired effect is achieved. The loops can be easily
parallelized with little storage overhead. The right hand side of the
global step (Eq. 27) can be computed within the last loop over the
edges.

Algorithm 1: Gauss Stylization Update

Input : original vertex positions V̂
current vertex positions Vn
ADMM iterations N

Output: updated vertex positions Vn+1
for f ∈ F do // Initialization

n∗f ← n f

for ei j ∈ E f do
e∗i j← ei j , u f i j← 0

for i ∈ 1..N do // ADMM optimization
for f ∈ F do

∆n∗f ← newton(g,n∗f ,u f i j) (Eq. 21)

n∗f ← normalize(n∗f +(∆n∗f −∆n∗f
Tn∗f ·n∗f ))

for ei j ∈ E do
e∗i j← lssolve(n∗f ,e

∗
i j,u f i j) (Eq, 24)

for f ∈ F do
for ei j ∈ E f do

u f i j← u f i j + e∗i j
Tn∗f

for v ∈ V̂ do // local ARAP step
Rv← local(V̂ ,Vn)

Vn+1← global(Vn,{Ri},{e∗i j}) (Eq. 27) // global step

Figure 8: Graph of the two terms in the energy as set up in Eq. 4.
EARAP starts in a perfect configuration and can only increase. Eg is
maximized consistently.

Figure 9: Different choices of σ lead to different stylistic results.
Midlle image uses λ = 21 and σ = 4.6, right image λ = 21 and
σ = 21.© Crow by zixisun02 under CC BY.

4.2. Optimization and Parameters

Figure 8 shows both components of the energy in Eq. 4 for different
parameters on the Stanford Bunny mesh (Eg = ∑ f∈F g(n f )). Note
that the energy contains Eg with a negative sign, the observed in-
crease reflects the desired normal alignment. The λ parameter con-
trols the weighting of the term involving g and thereby the extent
of the stylization, clearly visible in both energies. Normal align-
ment as measured by the g function increases consistently while
the ARAP error increases due to the modification of the initial ge-
ometry.

Note that despite the different orders of magnitude in the en-
ergies, the EARAP term has a strong influence on the optimization
because it is affected proportionally to the magnitude of the gra-
dients. By our design of the g function, its gradient mostly points
in direction of the normal, leading to a large part of its magnitude
getting lost when projecting out the normal component.

Bigger values for σ lead to faster convergence towards nearby
local minima. Figure 9 shows an example. The oblique back of the
crow has more jags if σ is larger.

4.3. Performance

In our implementation, a single iteration of the optimization is sim-
ilar in computational cost to ARAP or Cubic Stylization. Average
values for three common meshes are given in Table 1. The values
are insensitive to changes in λ, µ, or the geometry of the mesh.
Both methods are fast enough to be used whenever ARAP is suit-
able. Importantly, for many common meshes our implementation is
fast enough to provide interactive feedback.
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Figure 10: Mean vertex displacement ∆V to original mesh of the
BUNNY over the iterations of both Gauss (G) and Cubic (L1) styl-
ization.

BUNNY DRAGON ARMADILLO

Method (∼ 35K) (∼ 76K) (∼ 173K)

Gauss (λ = 4,σ = 1) 76ms 165ms 409ms
Cubic (λ = 2) 65ms 146ms 342ms

Table 1: Time per iteration for both Gauss Stylization and Cubic
Stylization (as implemented by Liu and Jacobson [LJ19]) on com-
mon meshes of different size (approximate vertex count in paren-
theses). All values are averaged over the first 50 iterations.

The parameters play an important role for the deformation be-
havior over the iterations. It is not clear that during interactive
modeling the converged state, i.e. negligible vertex displacement
for further optimization, is relevant. We show a plot of mean ver-
tex displacement in the first iterations in Figure 10. Both Cubic
and Gauss stylization can be configured so that approximately 100
iterations yield pleasing results. The local minimum attained dur-
ing optimization generally depends on the choice of parameters. In
our experience, parameter settings that result in slower convergence
lead to more global deformation.

5. Results and Evaluation

The energy minimization we propose can
be used to apply a variety of different
styles to an input mesh and is also well
suited for the use together with textures as
shown in Figure 11. The resulting models
are easy to fabricate using a 3D printer but
the reduced number of different surface
normals makes it also possible to carve
the figure in wood.

We compare with the cubic stylization approach [LJ19] and dis-
cuss the additional possibilities and limitations of Gauss stylization.

5.1. Comparison with Cubic Stylization

The symmetric polyhedra used as target shapes in Cubic Styliza-
tion [LJ19] can all be formulated as a discrete set of normal con-
straints, for which Gauss stylization works as well by including

Figure 11: Gauss stylization enables a variety of different styles.
The locally isometric deformations preserve the appearance of the
textures. The dolphin is stylized using cube face normals, the whale
with dodecahedron normals, the dino with normals of a triangu-
lar prism and the deer with normals of a cylinder. © Bottlenose
Dolphin by DigitalLife3D, © Blue Whale by Bohdan Lvov, © Di-
nosaur by zixisun02 and © Little Buck 2.0 by TheCaitasaurus. All
under CC BY.

Figure 12: Stylistic comparison between Gauss and Cubic Styliza-
tion. While both methods have their own particular aesthetics, the
results are overall visually similar. (top row Cubic Stylization with
λ = 0.1,0.25,2; bottom row Gauss Stylization with λ = 0.15,1,5
(σ = 8,3.6 and 4.2).

two normals per coordinate axis. In Figure 12 we compare the ap-
proaches for mesh cubification. The λ parameters have been chosen
to achieve a similar effect for both methods. Since our method is
face-based, it tends to lead to more prominent edges, the averaged
vertex normals in Cubic Stylization [LJ19] tend to smooth the re-
sult. However, in a wide range the differences can be compensated
for by the choice of the λ parameter.
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Figure 13: Different results can be achieved by enforcing posi-
tional constraints. For the stylized frog on the right, the constraints
are placed such that all feet touch the ground. © Frog by Bogdan
Lapitsky under CC BY.

Artistic controls Cubic Stylization offers a variety of artistic con-
trols that are based on either the properties of ARAP or different
parameters of the additional penalty term per vertex. We added a
term per face and can provide similar possibilities, except that lo-
cally varying parameters need to be defined per face. Figure 13
demonstrates the integration of user-defined positional constraints,
i.e. fixed vertices. Locally varying preferred normals, similar to the
’multistyle’ n Cubic Stylization, can be achieved by assigning dif-
ferent g functions to different faces – see Figure 14.

5.2. Possibilities of the Gauss Approach

Interactive tool We implemented a graphical user interface that
allows us to intuitively model g functions and apply them to differ-
ent parts of the mesh. Note that modifying g can be done without
changing the system matrix, meaning the effects can be explored
interactively. As the suggested g function is a linear combination of
exponential functions defined by normal directions it is very easy,
even for inexperienced users, to model and manipulate the desired
normal directions. Figure 15 shows the GUI.

We limit the local modification to µ and g. While it would be
possible to also modify λ per edge, this would affect the system
matrix and require re-factorization, hindering fluid interaction.

As is common for non convex iterative optimizations our results
heavily depend on the initial vertex configuration. The possibility to
interactively change g allows modifying it throughout the optimiza-
tion until a satisfying result is achieved. We feel the visualization of
the g function helps abstracting the mathematical details of the op-
timization and caters to users with little exposure to the underlying
theory.

Extreme Cubificiation Cubic Stylization operates on averaged
normals and the `1 term only affects the calculation of the local
rotation matrices in the ARAP method. This means the sparsity
constraint does not operate directly on edges. Since our method di-
rectly constrains the face normals in each triangle, we are able to
achieve more extreme cubification effects. Figure 16 (left block)
shows several examples of our algorithm for comparatively very
high λ values. Similar to the effect of a three dimensional pic-
togram, the resulting meshes only retain a bare minimum of the
original geometry. While they lose a lot of local details, the objects

Figure 14: The preference function g may vary per face – here
regions are selected interactively and assigned different preferred
normals. The dog has been stylized with doddecahedron normals
for the head and cube normals for the body (top row). The sta-
tion in the Mars scene (middle) is stylized using five different styles
(left to right: original, cone, octahedron, cone, truncated pyramid,
icosahedron). © Shiba Dog by zixisun02 and © Mars Mission Base
by admone under CC BY.

Figure 15: The graphical user interface shows the object (left) as
well as the g function (right). For interactive modeling, the g func-
tion can be modified and the optimization is adapted in real time.

are still clearly distinguishable, making for an interesting visual
style.

Non-Symmetric Discrete Sets of Normals The restriction to
symmetric normals may appear minor, but it does have significant
impact on the appearance. Asymmetric shapes, such as the tetra-
hedron, give a sense of direction, an important visual effect. If a
mesh requires additional symmetry constraints (e.g. along an axis
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Figure 16: A variety of stylization results enabled by Gauss Stylization. Left block: higher values of λ lead to ’extreme’ cubification - faces
almost paralle to those of a cube. Middle block: Preferred sets of normals are not required to be point-symmetric. Right block: Semi-discrete
preferred normals allow modeling locally cylinder- or cone-like shapes. © Indominus Rex dinosaur by BlueMesh and © Cat Fripouille by
Guillaume Bolis, © Hawksbill Turtle by Bindestrek, © Dog by Pusztai Andras and © Cow by Josué Boisvert, © Tokay Gecko by DigitalLife3D
and © Rhino by Gremory Saiyan under CC BY.

Figure 17: The deformation of the shape is surface-based, so self-
intersection may occur.

such as the body of an animal) or if one side is supposed to stay flat
(e.g. to lie on a surface), this further drastically limits the amount
of symmetric shapes that can be used. We show examples of the
additional freedom in in Figure 16 (middle block).

Semi-Discrete Sets of Normals The approach can further be ex-
tended to semi-discrete regions of preferred normal directions. We
show results with normals taken from a cylinders or cone in Fig-
ure 16. For both, the desired normal directions can be characterized
as circles on the Gauss sphere. Since any normal from the circle(s)
is a desired direction, the shapes may be curved arbitrarily, i.e. are
close to developable but may not be reminiscent of cylinders or
cones. Note that it is useful to include the normal direction of the
caps of the cylinder or cone to avoid the degeneration of the shape.

Limitations The stylization results depend on the interplay of the
mesh geometry, the parameters, and their interactive modification.
This may have unwanted effects or unexpected results, as explained
below. In particular, the resulting shape is not defined by the choice
of parameters at the point of convergence, but rather the whole his-
tory of interaction. This might make the reproduction of results dif-
ficult.

Figure 18: Example for a malformed g function (left) and the same
g function with bigger σ (right).

The strength of deformation depends on the resolution of the
mesh. Hence, meshes which consist of differently detailed parts
will be stylized inconsistently. Artistic scenes are often build from
several meshes that are not necessarily equally detailed. In this case
λ should be adjusted locally.

The fact that the maxima of g are not exactly at the defined nor-
mal positions can lead to unwanted behavior. A low σ and normals
too close to each other may lead to multiple desired maxima merg-
ing into a single maximum, as shown in Figure 18). This problem
can be remedied by increasing σ.

As the energy is defined on the surface, there is nothing that pro-
hibits the surface from intersecting itself (see Figure 17). Depend-
ing on the application, this may or may not be acceptable. Likewise,
the volume of the shape is not preserved (cf. Figure 18). A simple
way to avoid self intersections or shrinkage is the placing of point
constraints in the general ARAP surface modeling framework.
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6. Discussion and Conclusions

As documented in the figures , Gauss stylization provides an in-
tuitive and flexible tool for interactive modification of geometric
models. It is a natural continuation of the convincing and success-
ful Cubic Stylization [LJ19].

Our technical approach shows that it is possible to provide global
control over the surface normals at interactive rates. This opens
up more general modeling ideas. Currently, the normal preference
function g is defined globally, or for user-selected regions. It is
possible to make g dependent on the local surface properties, i.e.
normals or curvatures. This would enable a notion of style based
on higher order surface statistics, similar to style transfer on im-
ages [GEB16]. It may also be used to allow user interaction based
on copying such higher order statistics.

Also, we have so far only used analytic preference functions. It
might be interesting to let the user freely create g by ’drawing’ on
the sphere. Likewise, the function g could be generated procedu-
rally. In both cases one could discretize the function on a spherical
mesh. Recall that all we need for optimization are first and sec-
ond derivatives, which may be computed quickly from the discrete
representation. The important point for all such extensions is that
the computational speed only depends on how quickly g (and its
derivatives) can be computed, not that it is constant across the mesh
or analytic.
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